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The Coincidence of Coconut Cake by Amy E. Reichert: 
You’ve Got Mail meets How to Eat a Cupcake in this delightful 
novel about a talented chef and a food critic. 
 

Delicious! by Ruth Reichl “...presents a whole passel of sur-
prises: a puzzle; a secret room; the legacy of James Beard; and 
an equally plucky heroine from the past, who also happens to be 
a culinary prodigy.” — The New York Times Book Review 
 

Eat Cake by Jeanne Ray One of author Jeanne Ray’s special-
ties is giving us believable, totally likable characters, engaged in 
the large and small dramas and amusements of life. 
 

The Kitchen Daughter by Jael McHenry After the unexpected 
death of her parents, painfully shy and sheltered 26-year-old 
Ginny Selvaggio seeks comfort in cooking from family recipes.  
 

Kitchens of the Great Midwest by J. Ryan Stradal “A sweet 
and savory treat.” — People  (Some edgy language in this one) 
 
Little Beach Street Bakery by Jenny Colgan The story of a 
heartbroken young woman who turns a new page in her life...by 
becoming a baker in the town of Cornwall. 
 

The Lost Recipe for Happiness by Barbara Samuels With her faithful 
dog, Alvin, and her grandmother's recipes, Elena arrives in Colorado to 
find a restaurant in as desperate need of a fresh start as she is. 
 

The Reading Circle by Ashton Lee Welcome to the quirky town 
of Cherico, Mississippi, where potluck meetings at the local li-
brary provide a feast for mind and stomach alike…. 
 
Recipes for Love and Murder by Sally Andrew A delicious 
crime series set in rural South Africa...full of humor, romance, 
and recipes, and featuring a charming cast of characters. 
 

Wedding Girl by Stacey Ballis You’ve Got Mail meets Julie & 
Julia in this foodie fiction from the author of Recipe for Disaster.  
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